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path and the acoustical recording of the

Option TOSQA

transmitted signals as an additional option.
While TOSQA, like PSQM [7] or PESQ [8],

Description of the objective speech
quality

measurement

methods

TOSQA and TOSQA2001

is

limited

to

electrical

recordings,

TOSQA2001 allows both: the quality assessment of signals recorded electrically as
well as acoustically (via terminals).

Introduction
Like in other current methods for predicting
speech quality TOSQA and TOSQA2001
are used for modeling the results of listening tests, i.e. they provide the result of a listening test that could be expected if the recorded speech signal was subjectively
rated by test persons.

The fundamentals of both methods TOSQA
and TOSQA2001 are described in more
detail below.

Results
TOSQA as well as TOSQA2001 both provide the following result parameters:

TOSQA and TOSQA2001

- TOSQA value

- the principal difference -

- TMOS value

In analogy to other known methods such as

- Equipment Impairment Factor IE

PSQM according to ITU-T Recommenda-

- Delay

tion P.861 [7] or PESQ according to ITU-T
Recommendation P.862 [8] the TOSQA
method can be applied to scenarios, where
a speech signal is transmitted via a measurement object and recorded at an electrical interface. The assessment of an acoustical recording via a terminal is not possible, because in these methods a terminal is
already fully integrated, thus being part of
the method itself. This means that terminals cannot be included in the quality as-

The result which is probably most important
for practical use is the so-called TOSQA
value, which describes the quality of the
transmitted speech signal. From the maximum TOSQA value of 100, subtractions
are made depending on the degree of impairment introduced to the transmitted signal. A high speech quality typically results
in a value of approx. 90. TOSQA values
lower than 50 correspond to an unaccept-

sessment.

able speech quality.
By contrast, TOSQA2001 allows this assessment of a terminal in the transmission

From the TOSQA value, a so-called TMOS
value (TOSQA Mean Opinion Score) is de-
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rived. This is based on the following: In a

As a further quality parameter TOSQA and

listening test the test persons involved give

TOSQA2001

their rating after listening to each speech

Equipment Impairment Factor IE. This

sample. Typically a 5 point scale according

value IE is a parameter for further process-

to ITU-T Recommendation P.800 [9] with

ing in the so-called "E-Model" according to

the following category and point assign-

ITU-T Recommendation G.107 [2]. The E-

ment is used:

Model serves for planning and configuring

provide

the

estimated

networks. Impairment of speech quality by
- 5: excellent

non-linear and/or time-variant degrada-

- 4: good

tions, such as e.g. speech coding, is taken

- 3: fair

into account in the E-Model by the so-

- 2: poor

called Equipment Impairment Factor IE.

- 1: bad

Under the assumption that all other values
(e.g. loudness rating, delay, echo attenua-

Arithmetic averaging of the ratings of all

tion etc.) of a transmission system are

test persons for one speech sample results

known, the degradation introduced by cod-

in an MOS value (Mean Opinion Score) for

ing, packet loss etc. can be accounted for

this speech sample. An MOS value of

by the corresponding IE value. Based on

approx. 4.2 typically corresponds to the

the estimated impairment of speech quality,

maximum possible quality via telephone

TOSQA provides an IE value which can be

band limited transmission systems. Inter-

used in the E-Model.

estingly, an MOS value of 5.0 is never
achieved in a listening test. On the one

Note:

During

an

acoustical

recording

hand, this is due to the telephone band lim-

TOSQA2001 also provides an Equipment

ited signals, on the other hand it is caused

Impairment Factor IE. However, this can

by the “restraint“ of the test persons in giv-

currently not be used in the E-model, be-

ing the best possible rating of 5 points.

cause the E-model only considers the in-

TOSQA estimates this value for the ana-

fluence of the terminal based on loudness

lyzed speech signal as TMOS value, repre-

ratings. Additional impairments, in particu-

senting the quality value to be expected for

lar the influence of transfer functions on

the analyzed speech sample in a listening

speech quality, are not yet implemented in

test. Therefore this value is also called es-

the E-model.

timated MOS value.
By comparison of the transmitted signal
and the fed-in measurement signal, the al-
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gorithms TOSQA and TOSQA2001 fur-

fed-in signal, the comparison of the trans-

thermore determine the average delay of

mitted signal to the fed-in signal obviously

the measurement object during the signal

shows strong differences and the algorithm

transmission. The maximum delay which

calculates a loss of quality, represented by

can be measured is 1 s. The value dis-

lower TOSQA and TMOS values.

played corresponds to the sum of the fixed
delay and the average value of any timevariable delays that may be present. Moreover, TOSQA itself requires this delay for

Figure 1 shows the basic principle of processing

as

realized

in

TOSQA

and

TOSQA2001.

adaptation of the transmitted signal to the
Instrumental Measures based on Hearing Models:

reference signal (see below for more).

Modelling of the Results of Auditory Tests by Comparison
of Reference Speech Signal with Processed Speech Signals
Typical Processing Steps (Schematic):

Results of
Listen Tests!

Principles of the methods
Generally speaking, the working methods

Adaptation

Hearing Model

Comparison,
Reference,
Reduction,
Signal Value

S index
Q

of TOSQA and TOSQA2001 are similar:
both methods are based on a speech signal which is fed in as measurement signal

Fig. 1:

Principle of models for objective
speech quality prediction

at one point of a transmission path, transmitted via the path (e.g. the network) and
recorded at another point as transmitted

The speech signal is transmitted via the

signal. The recorded signal and the fed-in

test object and analyzed in a hearing

signal (also called reference signal) are

model. The same is done with the refer-

compared and from this comparison the

ence signal. For comparison to the trans-

quality values (TOSQA value, TMOS value,

mitted signal, it has to be adapted with re-

Equipment Impairment Factor IE) are calcu-

gard to delay and level. The delay compen-

lated.

sation is extremely important, because the
comparative analysis of both signals in the

If the recorded signal shows a good corre-

hearing model is done in very short time in-

lation with the fed-in signal (i.e. it was only

tervals which have to be exactly the same

slightly “falsified”, distorted or otherwise

in the transmitted signal and in the original

impaired during the transmission), high

signal. This delay compensation is time-

TOSQA values and correspondingly high

variable and thus also takes account of de-

TMOS values are achieved. If the signal

lays in the transmission path which change

was severely imapired by the transmission

over time (“jitter“).

path, i.e. strongly modified compared to the
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Furthermore, TOSQA (like other methods)

value is called TOSQA value and repre-

requires that during the recording at an

sents the quality rating.

electrical interface – i.e. without terminal –
linear distortions in the transmission chan-

The

nel (frequency response) are not so severe

speech quality, i.e. the estimated MOS

that the quality of the transmitted speech is

value in a listening test, is assigned by

impaired, so that they can be at least partly

transforming the TOSQA value, so that an

compensated. In the signal processing

estimated MOS value - the TMOS value -

block “adaptation“ the delays are therefore

can be derived from the internally gener-

matched and the transfer function of the

ated TOSQA speech quality value. This

test object is modeled.

transformation as well as the previous cal-

subjectively

perceived

(auditory)

culation of the TOSQA value itself requires
TOSQA2001 provides a more sophisticated

the auditory validation for all impairments

evaluation: as TOSQA2001 can take ac-

caused by the test object. This is basically

count of terminals, which have a consider-

true for all instrumental measures. Here it

able influence on the transmission quality

also becomes clear that these measures

due to their typical transmission character-

can only be used for the speech quality rat-

istics, the compensation is more detailed

ing of systems which the method has been

and

addition,

auditorily validated for. Like any other

TOSQA2001 is no longer limited to nar-

method for objective speech quality as-

rowband systems but can be applied to

sessment, TOSQA always requires a new

wideband systems as well.

validation for new impairment factors (new

aurally-adequate.

In

speech codecs, channel disturbances etc.).
The resulting adapted signal in Figure 1 is
passed through a hearing model, which is

Background information for the prac-

explained in more detail further below (cf.

tical use of TOSQA and TOSQA2001

Processing steps of the algorithms).

Feeding-in of the test signal

From this hearing model the most important feature vectors for both signals are extracted and monitored for similarities. The
more similar the feature vectors, the higher

Both methods, TOSQA and TOSQA2001,
use real speech as test signal. The following nomenclature is applied:

the probability that the transmitted speech
signal is only slightly impaired. The various

An original speech signal consists of sen-

error vectors are evaluated and reduced to

tences spoken by test persons under con-

a numerical value. This single numerical

trolled acoustical conditions. These record-6-
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ings are typically made in an unechoic en-

The choice of the measurement signal is

vironment with a measurement micro-

automatically controlled via the ACQUA

phone.

measurement descriptor, so one only has

The signal which is fed in during a
TOSQA measurement

is also called

to make sure that the correct measurement
descriptor is started.

measurement signal or reference signal,
because it is used as such by the analysis

Recording of the test signal

system. It can either be the original speech

The recorded signal, also called transmit-

signal, e.g. if it is played back by an artifi-

ted signal, is the signal that is impaired by

cial mouth and fed into the transmission

the transmission.

path (e.g. network) via a telephone. It can
also be a processed (e.g. pre-filtered) origi-

Like other psycho-acoustically motivated

nal signal. An application example is the

methods (PSQM [7] or PESQ [8]), TOSQA

electrical feeding of the measurement sig-

and TOSQA2001 calculate the quality per-

nal into the transmission path: in reality,

ception in the listening situation. The algo-

such a signal has already been transmitted

rithms with the implemented hearing model

via a terminal, otherwise it could not have

are therefore based on a signal which is

reached this point in the network. For this

applied to the “ear of the assessing test

scenario, “the terminal which is not present

person“ (“ear signal“) and compare it to the

in the transmission path” is considered by

undisturbed signal. However, the undis-

an IRS filtering (IRS in sending direction

turbed signal is also assumed to be applied

according to ITU-T Recommendation P.48

“to the ear of the assessing person“.

[4]).
The algorithm thus requires the transmitted
Conclusion: for the electrical or acoustical

signal as an input value and for comparison

feeding of measurement signals different

the fed-in measurement signal as second

test signals are used: the original speech

input value. Both signals are compared to

signal, when an artificial mouth is used and

each other as described above. Since it re-

a terminal is present as part of the test

fers to the assessment of a telephone

setup, or a pre-filtered signal (IRS filtering),

situation, the algorithm consequently re-

when feeding in at an electrical entry point.

quires both the fed-in signal and the re-

This

corded signal as ear signals.

applies

both

to

TOSQA

and

TOSQA2001.
This results in two measurement technology possibilities:
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has to be calibrated so that a sound presIf an electrical interface is available for re-

sure level of 94 dBSPL corresponds to an

cording, the recorded signal is not an “ear

output voltage of 0 dBV. TOSQA2001 was

signal“. It has not yet been transmitted via

validated for recordings depending on pres-

a terminal in receiving direction.

sure force by using an artificial ear Type
3.4 according to ITU-T Recommendation

In this case the algorithm modifies the sig-

P.57 [5] with an artificial head measure-

nal by adding the typical characteristics of

ment system as specified in ITU-T Rec-

a “terminal in receiving direction at the hu-

ommendation P.58 [10].

man ear“ via preprocessing blocks. The algorithm thus simulates the terminal by in-

TOSQA2001 can thus be used both for

ternal processing blocks. These recordings

electrical and for these acoustical meas-

can be rated with TOSQA as well as

urements. This is possible because in the

TOSQA2001: While TOSQA implicitly as-

TOSQA2001

sumes an electrical recording, TOSQA2001

blocks, which filter the recorded signal with

allows the explicit choice (Measurement:

the characteristics of a terminal at the hu-

electrical). Nevertheless small differences

man ear, can be deactivated. In the case of

in the results may occur when analyzing

an acoustical recording this would result in

with TOSQA and TOSQA2001, because

the error of assessing the signal “through

the processing cores of both algorithms dif-

two terminals and two ears“: one which

fer slightly: the adaptation of linear distor-

was already present physically during the

tions and level variations over time is opti-

acoustical recording, i.e. as part of the

mized with regard to aural adequacy in

transmission path, and the other one which

TOSQA2001 as opposed to TOSQA.

is simulated by the processing blocks in

algorithm

the

processing

the algorithm.
However, if the recorded signal already is
an acoustical recording at a terminal by

Furthermore, the free-field equalization

means of an artificial head measurement

used with the artificial head measurement

system, this recording itself already repre-

system is corrected to the ERP (Ear Refer-

sents an ear signal.

ence Point).

Important: Such a recording can only be

Conclusion: TOSQA2001 allows the selec-

analyzed with TOSQA2001. Here, the algo-

tion of the options “Acoustical Measure-

rithm is based on a free-field equalized arti-

ment” or “Electrical Measurement” at the

ficial head measurement system, which

press of a button. The version TOSQA, but
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also other methods like PSQM or PESQ,
are not validated for acoustical recordings
and must not be used for these ratings.

“Listening

test

setup“

when

using

TOSQA2001
TOSQA and TOSQA2001 simulate the results of a listening test. In a “real“ listening
test with test persons listening samples are
assessed. Typically the assessment of a
listening sample also depends on the playback of all samples as a whole. Although
this kind of test has to ensure a balanced
collection of all listening samples, a qualita-

Fig. 2: Typical choice of parameters in ACQUA when using

tively rather average listening sample may

TOSQA. In this example the entry Reference channel:

achieve a relatively good rating, if the sam-

RCV(2) in the upper area determines the measurement signal, i.e. the reference, to be on channel 2. The transmitted

ples as a whole are of poor quality. By con-

signal in this case has to be on the other channel SND(1).

trast, if the overall quality of the speech

The parameter Search var. delay: < 62 ms determines the

samples is good, the same listening sample will get a poorer rating.

maximum expectable time variation of delay during the
measurement (in this example 62 ms). The numerical value
under Search fixed delay: (example: < 250 ms) determines
the maximum expectable constant delay of the measured
transmission path in order to adjust the reference signal, i.e.

When using the TOSQA method, this listening test setup is fixed.

time-synchronize it. This value should be somewhat higher
than the constant delay.
TOSQA is always based on an electrically recorded signal,
the selection frame “Measurement“ is therefore deactivated. The same is true for the selection frame “Compare
to“ (reference situation), as a listening situation with a highquality conventional handset is always assumed.

The algorithm simulates the result of a listening test, where the reference situation
comprises

a

high-quality

conventional

handset with dynamic ear capsule, high
pressure force (small acoustical leakage)
and one ear (monaural). The speech sig-
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nals are thus perceived and rated by test
persons with a high-quality handset. It is
assumed that the speech signal is perceived with a level of 79 dBSPL(A) at the
ERP (Ear Reference Point) and the speech
quality value is calculated accordingly.
There are no further selection possibilities
for the analysis.

By contrast, TOSQA2001 allows to influence the listening test setup in a limited
way by the choice of different parameters.
This affects the results in a limited way,
Fig. 3: Choice of parameters in ACQUA when using

with the following background:

TOSQA2001 with electrical recording. TOSQA2001 assumes an electrically recorded signal when the option
“Measurement: electrical“ is selected. In the selection

1. In the case of an electrical recording
rated via TOSQA2001 there are two differ-

frame “Compare to“ the parameter “High quality handset“
selects the listening situation of a high-quality conventional
handset, while “Headphone“ selects the listening situation

ent selection possibilities, each represent-

via headphones (diotic) with signals transmitted via wide-

ing one type of listening test:

band.

In one scenario it is assumed that the recorded signal is perceived by the test persons via a high-quality conventional handset with dynamic capsule, one ear (monaural) and high pressure force as in a typical
telephone situation. The terminal is modeled according to this situation. Again, it is
assumed that the speech signal is perceived with a level of 79 dBSPL(A) at the
ERP and the speech quality value is calculated accordingly.

Optionally, the TOSQA and TMOS values
can be calculated if the recorded speech
sample is perceived in a listening test via
diotic headphones, i.e. identical signals at
both

ears.

This

form

of

analysis

in

TOSQA2001 is suited for signals recorded
via wideband. It is assumed that the signal
is perceived with a level of 73 dBSPL(A) at
the ERP and the speech quality value is
calculated

accordingly.

This

level

of

73 dBSPL(A), which is lower than in a monaural situation, is selected because listening occurs via both ears.
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2. In the case of an acoustical recording

When selecting “Compare to: High qual-

of the transmitted signal and analysis by

ity handset“ the recorded speech signal is

TOSQA2001 three possibilities arise:

assessed in comparison to a reference
situation where the reference is formed by
the undisturbed speech signal, which is
perceived via a conventional handset with
dynamic ear capsule. In this case, there is
a high quality reference situation. If the artificial head recording was made with an average quality leakage-sensitive handset,
typically with badly coupled low frequencies, the recording gets a poorer rating in
this situation.

In a simplified way, this can be explained
as follows: The recorded speech material is
compared and rated in a listening test,
Abb. 4: Choice of parameters in ACQUA when using

where all other speech samples (which are

TOSQA2001 with acoustical recording. TOSQA2001 as-

also assessed in this “fictional“ listening

sumes an acoustically recorded signal when the option

test) have been recorded via a high quality

“Measurement: acoustical“ is selected. For the reference situation (“Compare to“) three selection possibilities are

handset. If the own speech recording is a

offered.

recording with an average quality terminal,
the rating will be rather poor compared to

All three listening test scenarios assume,

the other reference samples.

that the speech signal was recorded with
an artificial head measurement system

However, if a recording situation with an

(HATS, Head And Torso Simulator accord-

average quality handset is chosen as com-

ing to ITU-T Recommendation P.58 [10])

parative situation for the own speech mate-

with free-field equalization. This has to be

rial by selecting “Compare to: Average

ensured during recording. Furthermore, the

quality

selection of High quality handset or Av-

handset is assumed for the quality com-

erage quality handset, as mentioned

parison. This situation simulates a listening

above, assumes that the speech sample is

test where the quality of the recorded

monaurally perceived with 79 dBSPL(A) in

speech material is rated by assessing all

the listening test.

speech samples via an average handset. In
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this example, if the own speech material

As a third option, “Compare to: Head-

again is a recording via an average quality

phone (wideband)“ can be selected as

terminal, it will get a better rating in com-

comparative situation for speech transmit-

parison to the other reference samples.

ted via wideband. Here the recorded signal
is rated in comparison to a reference situa-

Recordings made for example via leakage-

tion where the test persons perceive the

sensitive handsets should be compared to

speech samples via headphones, assum-

a corresponding reference situation. In this

ing diotical perception, i.e. identical signals

case the choice of the parameter “Com-

on both ears.

pare to: Average quality handset“ leads
When using headsets for the acoustical

to a better validity of the results.

recording of telephone band-limited methOf course, TOSQA2001 also allows the

ods, however, it is recommended to select

assessment of hands-free terminals in

“High quality handset” as reference situa-

receiving direction, if these recordings were

tion.

also made with artificial head measurement
systems (free-field equalization, calibration

Processing steps of the algorithms

94 dBSPL ≅ 0 dBV). Up to now, neither

Figure 5 shows a detailed block diagram of

TOSQA2001 nor any other method takes

the TOSQA algorithm.

account of the binaural signal processing of
the human hearing. TOSQA2001 therefore

The preprocessing block described above

only analyzes one ear signal. TOSQA2001

is shown here: At first, delay and level are

again compares these recordings

with a

compensated (block-by-block) so that dur-

“standard telephone situation“, i.e. tele-

ing later analysis ear signal and transmitted

phoning with a handset as reference. The

signal are available at the same time and at

same applies as described above: When

the correct level. Attention: The level for

selecting “Compare

quality

weak signals at the output of the test object

handset“ the artificial head recording of the

can only be compensated in a limited way:

hands-free terminal is referenced to com-

If the signals are too weak, a compensation

parable speech recordings via a high qual-

is no longer possible, because the disturb-

ity handset. Selecting “Compare to: Aver-

ing noise would severely falsify the calcula-

age quality handset“ compares the re-

tion otherwise.

to:

High

cording to speech recordings via an average quality handset.
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loudness calculation during speech pauses
disturbed signal
y(k)
Hann
t = 16ms

Φ

300...
3400 Hz

handset

300...
3400 Hz

handset

1
L

Σ N(l,b)
L

NY(l, b)

(l,ej Ω)

YY

hoth noise 35dBA

κ

Hann
t = 16ms

x(k)
reference signal

Φ

weighting

jΩ

(l,e )

XX

WT(ejΩ)

300...
3400 Hz

1
L

Σ (·)²

N''S (l, b)

L

TOSQA

modified spec. loudness

2

delay compensation
(adaptiv)
level threshold
for speech
recognition

α

handset

Σ (·)
M

segmentation
in time domain

Fig. 5:

r (Y, X'')

estimation of
short term
power
density

specific
loudness
[ISO532]

limitation to
telephone
bandwidth

spectral
weighting function

estimation of
similarity

average
over all
segments

weighting with
terminal
frequency response

TOSQA Processing Steps

The next step is block-by-block transforma-

scale. Thus, the sensitivity of human hear-

tion to the frequency domain. An energy

ing is sufficiently taken into account.

threshold for voice activity detection prevents the inclusion of speech pauses in the
speech quality rating. Subsequently, reference signal and transmitted signal are limited to the telephone band and weighted
with the power transfer function of a typical
handset (similar to ITU-T IRS frequency re-

The comparison of feature vectors is
achieved by determining the Bark-spectral
similarity in each block. The similarity is
calculated separately for the lower and upper frequency groups. These Bark-spectral
similarities are then averaged for all blocks.

sponse). TOSQA and TOSQA2001 differ in

BSA =

these processing blocks as described
above.

1
∑r [N (l, b), N (l, b)]
L
L

l =1

''

l

y

s

The subsequent frequency group assign-

The scale transformation of this average

ment is dynamic and takes account of fre-

similarity value to a Mean Opinion Score

quency shifts that might occur in the trans-

(MOS) is based on the results of extensive

mission system, e.g. by coding. The next

listening tests performed by Deutsche

step is transformation to the loudness

Telekom, ETSI and ITU-T.
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Figures 6 and 7 show the results of typical
5

speech quality predictions in comparison to
TMOS (TOSQA2001)

the results of listening tests for different test
situations using TOSQA. In figure 8 comparative

results

with

TOSQA2001

for

acoustical as well as electrical recordings
are displayed.

4

3

2

electrical

ETSI - TIPHON

5.0

acoustical
1

div. low bitrate codecs under packet loss

ρ = 0.95

1

3

4

5

MOS

4.0
TMOS (TOSQA)

2

Fig. 8:
3.0

G.729
G.728
GSM-EFR
single codecs
MNRU

2.0

1.0
1.0

2.0

3.0
4.0
Auditory MOS

Comparative results with TOSQA2001
for acoustical and electrical recording
[6]

Application of TOSQA
As with other objective speech quality
5.0

measures, the application of TOSQA and
TOSQA2001 is limited to a purely auditory

Fig. 6:

situation, i.e. only one aspect of speech

Different Speech Codecs with
Packet Loss in IP Simulations

quality is estimated, which essentially is the
“speech transmission quality“ or “speech

ETSI - TIPHON

5.0

sound quality“. Currently, no method ade-

div. low bitrate codecs under packet loss

ρ = 0.95

quately takes account of problems which

TMOS (TOSQA)

4.0

affect speech quality in conversational or
double talk situations.

3.0

The application of both methods is limited

G.723
GSM-FR&G.723
GSM-FR&G.729
single codecs
MNRU

2.0

1.0
1.0

2.0

3.0
4.0
Auditory MOS

to impairments which they have been validated for. These are all currently known
ITU-T codecs, typical impairments by jitter

5.0

and packet loss - as occurring in IP networks with H.323 codecs - as well as, to a

Fig. 7:

Different Speech Codecs with Packet
Loss in IP Simulations

certain extent, impairments by clipping.
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Evaluation of signals with poor S/N ratio
(< 20 dB) is generally problematic.

Other validations
TOSQA is primarily validated for source
coding methods (also typical speech cod-

TOSQA2001 and MP3 speech files

ers). This applies to all PCM and ADPCM

TOSQA is also suited for the evaluation of

methods, CELP, RELP and related meth-

speech recordings in MP3 format. The

ods, also in connection with packet loss

classical TOSQA serves to evaluate tele-

and PLC. The use of TOSQA is not re-

phone speech, i.e. when choosing the nar-

commended for ATC (Adaptive Transfor-

rowband mode the signal is evaluated as if

mation Coding), because the results are

it was heard via a handset. This is evidently

too optimistic, especially for low bit rates.

not the case with MP3. However, the ex-

Anyway, ATC is hardly used anymore.

tended TOSQA2001 also offers a wideband mode. Here the reference is a wide-

Up to now the experiences with MP3 also

band signal, played back via a headphone.

show a good suitability for audio codecs, if

TOSQA2001 thus can also be applied to

they are used for the transmission of

MP3 speech files using a wideband (not

speech.

IRS(send)-evaluated) speech sample as
In addition TOSQA is also validated for

input sample for the coder.

GSM network disturbances, clippings (amIn this regard TOSQA2001 was validated

plitudes and temporal), weak background

for wideband codecs (e.g. CELP, AAC (Ad-

noise (or background noise in an otherwise

vanced Audio Coding, corresponds to

noise-free context) and high pass behavior

MPEG2) with formal listening tests. In an

(coupling of terminal to the ear).

expert’s listening test TOSQA2001 also
TOSQA is currently validated for the use of

showed satisfactory results for MP3.

noise reduction methods, especially for the
It has to be noted that partial narrowing in

noise-free case, because this often causes

the frequency band occurs, especially at

the generation of artifacts.

the lower bit rates which are of interest for
speech coding. At 16kbps and less the

Limitations

transmission frequency band is already lim-

TOSQA is not suited for Receiver Distortion

ited to 4kHz. Obviously this considerably

measurements. TOSQA cannot be used or

affects the perceived quality particularly in

can only be used with limitations, if Auto-

comparison to wideband speech playback.

matic Gain Control is employed.
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